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bored by the general lack of movies on the
sites that we tested, we figured that we'd just

head straight for the pirate bay, one of the
most popular torrent sites, to see what kind
of movies they have there. while it had more
movies than we expected, there wasn't much
that we were particularly in search of. the site
also had a lot of shady and spammy ads, and

search wasn't too useful as the tags it had
were based on several different copyright

agreements. in other words, you'd better be
prepared to read more and more if you want
to browse for a particular movie. one of the
best things about the pirate bay is that it
doesn't have big flashy ads, and its user

interface is really clean and easy to navigate.
there's a variety of categories at the front,

and you can browse for the movies that you
want to download on each page. what was

weird though is that even though it was a uk
portal, there were loads of movies with tags
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from the us. at first glance we thought it was
just a typo, but we then realized that the

people behind the pirate bay are definitely
interested in us movies. what's worse is that

as we put our fingers to the keyboard to write
this article, we could see that the search box

has ads for movies in the us, too. this was
weird, and we're pretty sure that the us isn't

technically one of the countries where
torrenting is legal, but it doesn't seem to

make much difference to the people who run
the pirate bay. when it comes to getting

movies, the pirate bay has a wide variety of
movies on offer. you get the latest movies
and the best quality torrents, but you also
have the films from the biggest names in

hollywood. the pirate bay is certainly a place
where you can watch movies you'd probably

never find on a normal site. we chose the
category action & adventure because it has
the raid by gareth evans, which is without a

doubt the best movie that's ever been made.
the raid is a slick, stylish action flick that's fun

to watch and a great example of how a film
director can make a movie that's bigger than

itself. it's slightly over 4 hours long but
there's no real link between the chapters and

you can pick and choose what you want to
watch.
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torrentget was designed to be a torrent
search engine and doesn’t have any torrents

of its own. all the torrents are from other
sites, and the site uses cloudflare to

implement ddos protection. torrentget also
has an impressive library of movies, tv shows
and music, some of which are also available
through the site’s download tool. if you have
a popular torrent, you can use a torrents site
to find more. almost all torrents come with an
awesome seed, so it will be easy to find more
peers. it took the pirate bay a little bit longer
to get up and running, since it had to adopt
some security measures. even though the
pirate bay’s site is down sometimes, it still

has the largest library of torrents in
existence. the pirate bay makes all their

source code open-source, so all the torrents
you’ll find on their site are completely open-
source (unless the source code of the torrent
is closed-source). you can find gta torrents in
their site and all the other popular torrents.
with the site being down just about every
day, all the torrents they allow are very
popular, making it quick to find other

torrents. the pirate bay recommends that you
use a secure vpn when torrenting. it’s even

better if you pick one that supports servers in
your region, and are based in an “offshore”

country. there are many vpns available (over
100) that are not owned by the us, so you
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can use one that has servers in a country that
is not considered politically and economically
stable. using a vpn will make you anonymous

and you will be able to browse the internet
without fear of anyone else knowing what

you’re doing. it is important to note that even
though it makes you anonymous online, it

doesn’t mean you can purchase anything, or
use any sites that are restricted by your local

laws. pirate bay did say, however, that
torrenting is not illegal in sweden, norway,

denmark, finland and iceland, but not in the
other countries. the vpn you use should be
one that is not blocked in those countries.
there is an advantage of using a vpn when

torrenting. if your regular internet connection
has any problems, for example, a bad

internet line, you can simply disconnect from
the internet and connect to a vpn.
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